
Chaitanya Cherukuri to set up computer science
weekend
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Advances in technology and computer
science are changing the way in which
we all live our lives.

SAN MARCOS, TEXAS, UNITED
STATES, March 16, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- "We need to put a
real emphasis on computer science
education," says Texas-based Chaitanya
Cherukuri. He continues, "We cannot
underestimate the critical importance of
computing in all of our futures."

Keen to offer an insight into the world of
computer science, for generations both
young and old, Cherukuri has set about
organizing a computer science weekend
for those in the San Marcos area.

Cherukuri's computer science weekend
will be offered to anyone wishing to
attend, and whatever their level of
understanding as it pertains to the
subject at hand.

Free of charge, places will be limited,
although Cherukuri hopes to
accommodate as many people as
possible.

"It's something which I've found that
many people are keen to learn more
about," says Cherukuri. "Some are keen
to learn in great depth, while others just
wish to gain a better understanding of computer science in general."

Cherukuri hopes that by hosting the weekend, he can tempt interested parties into future—or
further—computer science education, training, and—eventually—successful and highly-rewarding
employment as a result.

"While the younger generation is embracing computer science, it's not something which older persons
should necessarily discount, overlook, or ignore," Chaitanya Cherukuri adds.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=Chaitanya+Cherukuri
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https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/people/?firstName=Chaitanya&amp;lastName=Cherukuri&amp;origin=SEO_SN
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"There's scope for people, later in their
careers, and indeed later in their lives, to
return to education if something like
computer science interests them, or can
further their employment opportunities or
otherwise improve their lives."

Computer science, by definition, is the
study of the theory, experimentation, and
engineering which form the basis for the
use and design of computers and
computer systems, according to
Wikipedia.

Areas of computer science include
theoretical computer science, computer
systems, and computer applications.

These areas can, in turn, include the
likes of data structure and algorithms,
computer architecture and engineering,
and computer graphics and visualization
respectively.

"There are lots of big words involved in
describing computer science," explains
Cherukuri, "but the upcoming event will
explain everything in terminology which
all in attendance can hopefully follow,
whatever their starting level of
knowledge."

He continues, "If I can turn even a small
group of people towards the possibilities
of education, further education, or a
career in computer science, I'll consider
the weekend a success!"

Details of Chaitanya Cherukuri's
computer science weekend, open to
interested parties in the San Marcos and
broader Hays County areas, will be made available soon.

To more about Chaitanya Cherukuri, please click here.
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